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Providing Insight into Opportunities for Tomorrow

I

n its 2020 State of Recalls report, Recall Masters

who transform their operations will reap the customer

revealed that more than 29.2 million affected ve-

acquisition opportunity and the bulk of the revenue.

hicles were accounted for in 278 recall campaigns

What are the Top 5 dealership takeaways from the

mandated by the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-

2020 State of Recalls?

ministration (NHTSA) in calendar year 2020. Another
estimated 266 “voluntary manufacturer notice” campaigns affected the passenger cars and light trucks
framed in this report.

TOP 5 DEALERSHIP TAKEAWAYS
5. Voluntaries - The Hidden Danger
For most, government-mandated National Highway

While many vehicles have more than one defect pres-

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) recalls rep-

ent, the addition of 2020 data brings the estimated

resent the greatest risk to driver safety. Primarily,

number of vehicles affected by a recall to 83.2 million.

voluntary OEM recalls were limited to manufacturing

This translates to more than one in four vehicles on US

defects that were relatively harmless. Our industry

roads with at least one open recall. With an estimat-

has been transparent about all defects as part of a

ed 286.9 million registered vehicles in the country, the

public/private partnership – all in the name of con-

threat to drivers and passengers is greater than ever.

sumer safety. Up until now, it has worked. Perhaps
due to the volume or complexity of system defects,

RECALL RESOLUTION HUB:
FRANCHISE DEALERSHIPS

NHTSA investigations have fallen to historic low

Franchise dealerships are the hub for resolving the

While NHTSA recalls were down (278 for 2020 vs.

recall crisis. However, only those innovative dealers

316 in 2019), voluntary recalls were up (266 in 2020
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numbers.

vs. 219 in 2019). In Recall Masters’
risk-scoring analysis, 34.9% of 2020
“voluntaries” were determined to
be high-risk recalls.
• In 2019, that number was only 18.7%.
• In 2018, that number was only 17.1%.
• In 2017, that number was only 18.3%.
What this means for dealers is that
they now need to be more vigilant
than ever about the off-brand inventory they purchase at auction or
take in at trade. It is not enough to
look at NHTSA recalls only. Without access to these off-brand voluntary campaigns, you will have a 1
in 3 chance of carrying a dangerous
vehicle in your inventory.
4. Airbag Recalls Reinflated
Airbags are back. Or I should say,
airbags never left. Due to a shortage of Takata airbags, dealers had
to replace older, more dangerous
airbags with newer, not quite as
dangerous airbags.

The vehicles

affected circled back around and it
is time to replace the airbags with
a more permanent, safer, airbag.
What this means for dealers is that
they can replace airbags without a
lift. In fact, dealers are deploying
mobile teams to repair these vehicles on site in the consumer’s driveway or on the lot of an independent
or off-brand franchise dealer.
ACQUISITION REMINDER: A majority of consumers
do not service with a franchised dealer. This is an
opportunity for you to win them back.
3. PowerTrain Recalls Rank Second in Campaigns
Third in the total number of vehicles affected, powertrain recalls will typically require lifts and more skilled
technicians. Dealers need to prioritize and then make
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adequate room for these recalls even though the requirements include more valuable and limited dealer
resources. The reasoning behind this urgency is that
the recalls directly protect the consumers’ vehicle assets while yielding the best reimbursements.
Recalls used to be a bit of a nuisance for dealers
because, at that time, the reimbursements were not
financially sound decisions compared to customer
pay traffic. Not any more. For recall repairs, 49 state
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legislatures require the OEM to reimburse the deal-

could let go of their car for servicing? Were dealers

ership at retail rates for both parts and labor – but

more attentive to recall revenue opportunities? Was

you need to stay on top of your annual factory filing.

it the availability of mobile repair? Probably all the

In short, dealers need to make sure they are aligning

above. For dealers, the takeaway here is that con-

their most skilled technicians with those repairs that

sumers and your competition have taken notice. If

require the most skill.

you do not attend to these consumers, your competitors will.

2. Same-Year Compliance Jumped almost 3X
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This is the rate of repairs made on recalls that were

1. Software and Electronics Dominate

announced within the same year. The 29.3% reflects

Today’s modern vehicles are more similar to comput-

the percentage of recalls that have been repaired at

ers and smartphones than machines. While safety is

the time of the report publishing. This number is not

at the heart of these technological innovations, elec-

static. Over time, as vehicles are repaired, this com-

tronic components go bad and software requires

pliance rate increases. Because we are publishing

updates. The numbers of campaigns and affected

this report about the same time every year, it gives

vehicles are massive, so we look at this category

us insight on how responsive dealers and consumers

as the origin of fundamental change in our indus-

have been to recalls. We have never seen rates this

try. For dealers, the tool is a laptop – not as much a

high. It is clear that recall repairs were hot in 2020.

wrench. Embracing this will open up opportunities

Was it due to consumers not driving as much and

to hire tech-savvy technicians – most of whom will

not require years of experience. Again, you will not

Reyes

worked

with

need more service bays.

world-renowned brands
like American Express,

OVERALL TAKEAWAYS
You may need more mobile repair teams. And parts
availability will continue to be an issue coming off the
pandemic. But the increased demand will also fuel
competition.

Stock up on parts while you can and

build tech teams that will not be as costly as master
technicians.
Sean Reyes serves as Chief Marketing Officer for Recall
Masters, the automotive industry’s leader in comprehensive recall management. Sean’s experience spans
more than 30 years of business development and strategic marketing experience, having worked in the automotive, healthcare, finance, insurance and technology industries. While running a successful consultancy,
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Toshiba, Western Digital, Cox Communications, Gateway, Novartis,
Microsoft, IBM, Mitsubishi, Yamaha, Compaq,
HP, BMW and many of
the nation’s largest automotive groups. While he has an accomplished portfolio of design and product development, his strengths
are “go-to-market” business modeling, customer lifecycle management and digital marketing strategies. As
Recall Masters’ CMO, Reyes oversees product differentiation, all corporate communication, state ADA activities
and automotive industry presence. Sean lives in Napa,
CA and spends his free time hiking, kayaking, playing
guitar and going to concerts with his family.
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